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Summary--A Monte Carlo technique was developed suitable for investigating rarefied gas dy- 
namics problems. The procedure is based on the 'test particle' method. The discontinuous 
function frequently employed for describing the target molecules' velocity distribution is re- 
placed here by a continuous analytic function, the form of which is prescribed prior to the 
calculations. This modification simplifies the calculations, reduces the computer storage re- 
quirements, and facilitates the application of the method to multi-dimensional problems. The 
accuracy and versatility of the technique was evaluated by obtaining solutions to several one 
dimensional problems for which other results exist. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is recognized that many complex rarefied gas dynamics problems, for which solutions 
cannot be obtained by analytical means, are amenable to Monte Carlo methods. The 
complexity of geometry and flow, and the degree of accuracy attainable by such methods 
are limited only by computer time and storage requirements. It is desirable, therefore, to 
reduce both these requirements without affecting the accuracy of the results. The Monte 
Carlo technique developed in this investigation was directed towards these goals. 
The present technique is based on the '  test particle' method. In this method the progress of 
a test particle is followed through a field of target molecules. Generally, the target molecules' 
velocity distribution has been described by a discontinuous function determined completely 
within the calculation (e.g., see refs. 1-3). In the present investigation the target molecules" 
velocity distribution is specified prior to the calculations and only the constants in the func- 
tions are adjusted as the calculation progresses. The usefulness and accuracy of this pro- 
cedure were evaluated by obtaining solutions to several problems, and by comparing these 
solutions to existing analytical, numerical and experimental results. In this paper, solutions 
to five different one-dimensional problems are discussed (Section 3). It is noted, however, 
that the problem of the expansion of a gas from an axisymmetric nozzle into a vacuum was 
also investigated[4]. 
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE MONTE CARLO TECHNIQUE 
The following Monte Carlo procedure can be applied to problems involving the steady 
flow of a rarefied, electrically neutral, non-reacting, single specie gas. All intermolecular 
collisions are considered to be elastic, and the molecules are assumed to interact according 
to Maxwell's inverse fifth-power force law. However, the technique could readily be extended 
to include any inverse power law for binary collisions. The major steps of the technique for 
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one ' i terat ion'  are outlined below. This prodedure is repeated until the desired degree of 
convergence is attained. In principle, the method can be applied to one, two or three dimen- 
sional problems. However, in each case the success of the procedure depends on one's 
ability to select, prior to the calculations, a sufficiently accurate form of the target molecules' 
velocity distribution function (see Section 2.9). All equations presented below are for a 
cartesian coordinate system. Further details of these equations, including their derivations 
as well as their forms in cylindrical and spherical coordinate systems, are given in [4]. 
2.1 Control volume and cells 
A finite region of the flow field to be studied is selected. This region, referred to as the 
'control volume,' may be of any regular or irregular shape, with its boundaries along a 
solid wall or along an imaginary surface in the gas. The appropriate boundary conditions 
must be known along the entire surface of the control volume. When the boundary is a solid 
wall, the velocity and temperature of the surface and the parameters describing the gas- 
surface interaction must be known at every point. When the boundary is an imaginary 
surface in the gas, in general, the following parameters must be specified: the molecular 
number flux across the surface, the mean flow velocity (three components), and the kinetic 
temperature (three components) of the gas at this surface. 
The control volume is subdivided into ' cells' of arbitrary shapes and sizes. 
2.2 Initial estimates in the cells 
In each cell, an initial estimate is made of the number density, the mean flow velocity, 
and the kinetic temperature of the gas. These parameters are assumed to be uniform in each 
cell and are not changed until the next iteration. 
2.3 Initial location o f  test particle 
A point on the boundary of the control volume is selected where the test particle is intro- 
duced into the control volume. For a closed control volume (i.e., gas is completely surroun- 
ded by solid boundaries) the initiation procedure is performed only once per iteration, and 
the point of initiation may be chosen arbitrarily. For an open control volume (i.e. gas may 
flow through at least part of the boundary) each time the test particle leaves the control 
volume it is re-introduced at an appropriate point along the control volume boundary. To 
accomplish this, the open boundary is subdivided into ' entrance faces' which may coincide 
with the cell boundaries (Fig. la), or may be smaller than the cell boundary (Fig. lb). 
During any given iteration the number of test particles introduced through a given face is 
----- (G)(n) (G > O) (1) 
where G is an arbitrary proportionality factor, and n is the number of molecules which 
would actually pass through the face (n is given by the boundary conditions). 
The point of initiation on the entrance face is selected randomly. For a two dimensional 
face in a cartesian coordinate system the coordinates of the starting point are 
X1 = R AXI  Xz = R A X  2 (2) 
)(1 and X 2 represent any two of the coordinates x, y, or z (depending on the orientation of 
the face), and AX I and AX z are the corresponding dimensions of the face (Fig. Ic). The R's 
are independent random deviates of a uniform distribution between zero and one. R may be 
generated by the IBM subroutine (RANDU). Each time R appears it is a new random number. 
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Fig. 1. Upper figures, control volume, cells and entrance faces in Cartesian coordinates; lower 
figure, coordinates of the starting point on an entrance face in Cartesian coordinate system. 
2.4 Test particle's initial velocity 
Once the location for initiating the test particle is determined, the initial velocity of the 
test particle is selected statistically. For a closed control volume the initial velocity need be 
selected only once, and any non-zero velocity may be used. At the boundary of an open 
control volume the initial velocity of the test particle may be obtained from the formulae 
given below. These formulae are based on the assumption of local equilibrium at the boun- 
dary. The velocity component normal to the boundary (ul) is[l] 
u~ = x/2.~Tbf~(U, R) (3) 
Q(U, R) is the positive root of the equation: 
R -- e x p [ - ( U  - ~ ,~)2]  ..[_ 7zl/2u[ 1 q_ erf(U - f~)] 
(4) 
e x p ( -  U 2) + 7zU2U(1 -q- erf U) 
and 
u - ~x / (2~rb)  1/2. (5) 
/~ is the gas constant per unit mass, and Tb is the temperature of the boundary. The velocity 
components of the test particle tangent to the boundary are 
U 2 ,  3 = ~ - -  "~ /~2 ,  3 (6) 
k 
where M is some large integer usually taken as 12 [5]. The components of the mean flow 
velocity of the gas (Ul, u2, u3) are given by the boundary conditions. 
Similar expressions are not available when the gas cannot be taken to be in local equili- 
brium at the boundary. In this case, ul, u2, and u3 may be approximated by replacing T b 
in equation (5) by T 1, and in equation (6) by T2 and T3, where T1, T2, T3 are the com- 
ponents of the kinetic temperature of the gas in the direction of u~, u 2 , and ua, respectively. 
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2.5 Time to cell crossing 
The time z n is calculated, where T B is the time required for the test particle to travel from 
its present location (A) to the boundary of the cell (B), if it does not experience a collision 
between A and B. Point A may be either on the surface of the cell (Fig. 2a) or within the 
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Fig. 2. Schematics of typical test particle trajectories in a cell; (a) no collisions, (b) with colli- 
sions. 
cell. In the latter case, point A is the position where the test particle encountered its last 
collision (Fig. 2b). The time required for a particle to cross the boundary of a cell is 
AB 
~ B -  luBi (7) 
un is the test particle's velocity, and AB the distance between points A and B. 
2.6 Time to collision 
The time z c is evaluated, where rc is the time the test particle spends either between two 
collisions (path CA, Fig. 2b), or between entering the cell and its first collision in that cell 
(path DC). zc is selected from the expression [1] 
1 
% = ~ In R 
Z is the collision rate between the test particle and the surrounding molecules (target 
molecules). For  molecules obeying Maxwell's inverse fifth power force law, Z may be ex- 
pressed as 
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In equation (9) n is the number density in the cell (based on the estimate made prior to the 
beginning of the iteration), Vom,x is a constant which, for Maxwellian molecules, is approxi- 
mately equal to 1"5[1], x is the coefficient in the inter-molecular force law, and m is the 
molecular mass. 
2.7 Compare zn and zc 
In order to determine if the test particle actually experiences a collision in the cell, the 
magnitudes of ~8 and % are compared. When zn is smaller than z~, the test particle is con- 
sidered to escape from the cell without suffering a collision (Section 2.8). When rc is smaller 
than za, the test particle is assumed to collide with a target molecule before leaving the cell 
(Section 2.9). 
2.8 Cell crossing event 
When z B is smaller than z c the test particle is assumed to reach the boundary of the cell 
before experiencing another collision (Point B, Fig. 2). In this case one must calculate the 
coordinates of the point where the test particle leaves the cell and the test particle's velocity 
uB at this point. In a cartesian coordinate system the coordinates of the exit point are 
xB = xa  + ~BUB~, YB = Ya + ~sUBy, ZB = ZA + ZsUBz. (10) 
The subscript A refers to the coordinates of the starting point of the test particle (Point A, 
Fig. 2). un~, un~ and unz are the velocity components of the test molecules between points 
A and B, which, in a cartesian coordinate system, remain unchanged between points A and 
B. Once u n is known certain products of z n and u n are recorded for this cell, as described in 
Section 2.10. 
After the coordinates of point B are determined, the test particle is ' moved'  to this point 
and the boundary is checked to see whether or not it is also a control volume boundary. 
When the cell boundary is not a control volume boundary the test particle is assumed to 
enter the adjacent cell. When the cell boundary is also an imaginary boundary of the control 
volume the test particle is lost from the control volume, and we return to Section 2.4. When 
the boundary is a solid wall at the point of impact the test particle is assumed to rebound 
back into the control volume. The gas-surface interaction at the wall may be described by 
accommodation coefficients. Here the Maxwell accommodation coefficient F is used to 
calculate the test particle's velocity after a collision with the wall. F is the fraction of the 
molecules which impinges on the wall and emerges with a Maxwellian distribution charac- 
teristic of the wall temperature, and ( l -F )  is the fraction which is specularly reflected. Prior 
to the calculations a value of F is selected based on the gas and the surface. Then, at each 
wall collision a random number R is generated and compared with F. When R > F, the 
collision is taken to be specular, and when R < F it is taken to be diffuse. For specular 
reflections the components of the test particle's velocity tangential to the wall remain un- 
changed while the sign of the normal component is simply reversed. For diffuse reflections 
totally new velocity components are generated for the test particle using the equations 
ux = ub, +__ x/2kTb(ln R) 1/2 ( l la )  
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ub,, ub~ and Ub~ are the velocity components of the wall (for a stationary wall: ub~ = Ub~ = 
Ub3 = 0). In equation ( l l a )  the positive sign is used when the outward normal to the wall 
is in the positive u~ direction. After calculating these velocity components we return to 
Section 2.5. 
2.9 Inter-molecular collision 
When r c is smaller than z B the test particle is assumed to collide with another molecule 
before leaving the cell. The coordinates of  the collision point are 
xc = x~ + zcucx, Yc = Ys + zc uc~, z~ = z~ + zcu~ (12) 
The subscript s refers to the point where the last event occured prior to the collision (i.e. 
either point D or C in Fig. 2b). u~ is the test particle's velocity just before the collision and 
is identical to its velocity at either point D or point C in Fig. 2b. Certain products of  r~ and 
u c are formed then, as explained in Section 2.10. 
After the location of the collision and the velocity of  the test particle u~ have been deter- 
mined, the test particle is moved to the site of collision (points C or A, Fig. 2) and the velocity 
v of the collision partner (target molecule) is selected. In selecting v it is assumed that the 
target molecules' distribution function in the cell can be expressed as: 
and 
f (v)  = f~(vx)fr(v,)f~(Vz) (13) 
The relative velocity components are defined as 
W i -~  U i - -  l) i , W 2 ~ W x  2 -~- Wy 2 -1- W z  2.  
The velocity 
expressions[6] 
U x '  = II  x + (Wy 2 + W z 2 )  1 /2  sin e cos 0 sin ~k - w x cos z 
u~. z = uy, ~ - (-T- ww~, r cos e - w~ wr, z sin e). 
• (wr 2 + wz2) -1/2 cos ¢ sin ~ - wy, z cos 2 tp. (16) 
(17) 
(v , . -  ~_i)2] (14) 
f i (vi)  = (2nflTi)  - t /2  exp 2RTi  J 
where u~ is the i the component of  the mean flow velocity and T~ the component of  the kinetic 
temperature of the gas in the cell (i = x, y, z). It must be emphasized that the above dis- 
tribution function applies only to the target molecules, and is only used to select statistically 
the collision partners'  velocities. No restriction is made regarding the test particles' dis- 
tribution function. 
With the above assumptions, and for molecules interacting according to Maxwell's 
inverse fifth power force law, the velocity components of the collision partner (target 
molecule) before collision are 
vi = ~i + ( 1 2 ~ T i )  U2 (k~=l R k - - ~ )  . (15) 
components of  the test particle after collision are calculated from the 
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The collision parameters e and ~b are statistically selected using [1]: 
e = 2~R, 0 = 1 + (Vo,~.xR)i oJ(r/) (18) 
where co is an elliptic integral of the first kind, and 
2 ] -~/2 / 
1 { 1 - [ 1 +  (19) 
2.10 Gas properties from statistical information 
After a pre-set number of collisions or cell crossings have been considered the flow par- 
ameters of interest in each cell are calculated. These calculations are based on the information 
accumulated in Sections 2.8 and 2.9, and are of the form of time weighted averages in each 
cell 
°:  ++,] / [2, ,] +) 
zq is the time of travel in this cell (zi) or %) at a constant velocity (u B or uc), and N is the 
total number of events (collision or boundary crossing) which occured in this cell. The 
quantities (Q~zq) and Tq are calculated for each event, but only the sum given by equation 
(20) is stored. For example, the ith component of the mean velocity is 
~1 i = [ ~=l"~qUiq]/[ ~=l'q] (21) 
q q 
Other flow parameters of interest may be calculated in a similar manner. The number, 
momentum and energy fluxes in the i direction are 
n~i = n ZqUiq (22a) 
q = l  q I "~q 
muiuj=m[q~=lz, ui, uj,]/[q=~lzq] (22b) 
m 2 .at_ 2 m[q~=lU,q(Uxq2q_ + llzq2)]/[q~=lTq ] - i  uLux + u, z uz ) = -~ u,+ ~ 
(22c) 
The ith component of the kinetic temperature is 
- -  N 2 2 
The number flux, momentum flux, energy flux, etc., crossing a boundary may be evaluated 
in an alternate manner by calculating the number, momentum, energy, etc., of all the test 
particles crossing the boundary. 
The number density n in any cell is proportional to the time the test particle spends in 
this cell during an iteration (provided the cells are of equal volume). Thus, if the test particle 
spends time t t in the : t h  cell, then the density in this cell is 
n e = t t 6 (24) 
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The proportionality constant 6 is determined either from the density known in one of the 
cells, or from the known average density in the entire control volume. 
2.11 Comparison with Haviland's Monte  Carlo procedure 
The technique described above is along the lines suggested by Haviland[1]. However, 
there are some significant differences between the two methods, namely in the respective 
techniques employed for storing information about the target molecules' and the test 
particle's velocity distribution functions. In Haviland's method two separate sets of velocity 
compartments are established in each physical cell. The target molecules' velocity distribu- 
tion function is stored in one of these sets by specifying the number of molecules whose 
velocities lie within the range of each velocity compartment. The second set of velocity 
compartments is utilized to store the test particle's velocity distribution function which is 
generated during the Monte Carlo procedure. This scheme requires a large number of 
compartments (i.e., computer storage). It also necessitates the selection of collision partners 
from a large number of discrete numbers which is a time consuming procedure on the 
computer. These difficulties are overcome in the present method by describing the target 
molecules' velocity distribution by a continuous analytic function (specified by only seven 
parameters, n, u~, uy, uz, T~, Ty and T~), and by storing only moments of the test particle's 
velocity. These steps greatly reduce computing time and storage requirements. 
In its present form the technique does not provide the test particle's velocity distribution 
function. Nevertheless, it yields with reasonable accuracy moments of the test particle's 
distribution function (e.g., density, mean flow velocities, kinetic temperatures, fluxes), which 
are the quantities of practical interest. 
3. SAMPLE PROBLEMS 
The Monte Carlo technique described in the previous section was applied to a number of 
problems for which other analytical, numerical, or experimental results exist. In accordance 
with the procedure established in Section 2, the calculations were performed assuming 
Maxweilian molecules. 
3.1 Gas at equilibrium between parallel plates 
A gas at equilibrium, with uniform number density n is contained between two infinite 
parallel plates separated by a distance S and maintained at the same constant, uniform 
temperature T. The accommodation coefficients at both walls are unity (F = 1). By intro- 
ducing the dimensionless parameters* 
S* = S/LR; T* = T/TR; u* = u/x/2RTR; n* = nLR 3 (25) 
and by setting the reference length L R and reference temperature TR equal to S and T, respec- 
tively, we obtain 
S 2.18 
S * = I ;  T* = 1 ; n * = 2 " 1 8 - = - -  (26) 
2 Kn 
* The same non-dimensional parameters are used also in the problems given in Sections 3'2-3'5. 
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In deriving n*, the parameter 
~¢, = ( x / m ) ( 2 ~ T ~ L R 4 ) - 1  (27) 
was taken to be 0"01402. This value, suggested by Haviland[1], was used also in all sub- 
sequent calculations. With the above non-dimensionalization the problem is defined by a 
single parameter, the Knudsen number (Kn = 2/S). The value Kn = 1.0 was used to cor- 
respond to the value used in ref. 1. 
The control volume included the entire region between the plates, and a single cell was 
used to cover the entire control volume. In every calculation the initial estimates (denoted 
by subscript 0) were: gas density no* -- 2.18, mean gas velocity rio* = 0, and gas temperature 
T0* = 1. 
Computer calculations were made varying the number of inter-molecular collisions. The 
convergence of the second order moments (i.e., ux 2 and ut 2) toward the equilibrium value is 
shown in Fig. 3. As can be seen, after about 4000 inter-molecular collisions the results agree 
within about one per cent with the results of equilibrium theory. 
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Fig. 3. Rarefied gas contained between isothermal parallel plates. Convergence of second order 
moments with number of inter-molecular collisions. © present results, - ---  equilibrium theory. 
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Results  af ter  895 collisions for  these and  o ther  moments  are  compared  to the results of  
Havi land[1]  for  the  same condi t ions  and a s imilar  number  of  collisions in Table  1. The 
Table 1. Rarefied gas contained between isothermal 
parallel plates. Comparison with Haviland's results 
and with equilibrium theory 
Equilibrium 
Moment Present Haviland theory 
tTx 6 )< 10 -9 0.0463 0 
u~ 2 0'4796 0"4486 0"5 
ur 2 0"5402 0"4912 0"5 
ux 3 0"0528 0' 1026 0 
uxu, z 0'0296 0"0293 0 
ux 4 0"6508 0"6552 0"75 
ux2u~ 2 0"2419 0'2355 0"25 
ut 4 0"8247 0"7118 0'75 
present  results are general ly  in somewhat  bet ter  agreement  with equi l ibr ium theory  than  
are  those  of  Havi land.  The higher  o rder  m o m e n t  require  tha t  more  coll is ions be considered 
than  the lower  momen t s  for  the same accuracy.  
3.2 Gas between parallel plates at different temperatures 
A rarefied gas is conta ined  between two infinite para l le l  plates separa ted  by  a distance S. 
The  average number  densi ty o f  the gas is n = NM/S, where NM is the  to ta l  number  o f  mole-  
cules between the plates  per  unit  area  of  the plates.  The plates  are ma in ta ined  at  different 
uni form and cons tan t  temperatures ,  T~ and  Tii. The a c c o m m o d a t i o n  coefficients a t  the 
walls are F I and  FH. The pa ramete r s  S, n, TI and  T~ m a y  be re la ted to the t empera tu re  ra t io  
TI/TII and  the Knudsen  number  Kn = Z/S, where ~ is the average mean  free pa th  in the  gas. 
Calcula t ions  were pe r fo rmed  for  different values o f  these pa ramete r s  (Table  2). The  cont ro l  
Table 2. Boundary and initial conditions 
used in the calculations for a gas between 
parallel plates at unequal temperatures 
Case A Case B 
TUTI1 4 3"72 
~n 0'524 0-399, 0'118, 0"053 
Fl = Fll 1 0"58 
no* 1 continuum theory 
tTo* 0 0 
To* 1 1 
volume included the entire region between the plates  and  was divided into ten cells o f  equal  
size. 
Case A was considered in o rder  to determine  how many  i tera t ions  were required before  
results became repeatable  within acceptable  l imits  and  the a m o u n t  o f  scat ter  typical  in the 
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results. The initial estimates for the first run were considered uniform over the control 
volume (Table 2) since this was expected to require the most iterations before '  repeatability' 
was attained. A total of six runs were made with 20,000 events (i.e. intermolecular collisions 
or cell crossings) in each run. Density distributions calculated from the last three runs are 
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Fig. 4. Rarefied gas contained between parallel plates at different temperatures. Number density 
as a function of  position normal to hot plate. ( T 1 / T n  = 4 ,  ~ n  = 0"524, F~ = Fl~ : 1). 
data points calculated in these last three runs fell within the indicated scatter band. The 
'best  fit '  to the last three runs is compared to analytical results of Liu and Lees[7] and 
Ziering[8], and to the Monte Carlo results of Haviland[1] (Fig. 5). General agreement is 
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Fig. 5. Rarefied gas contained between parallel plates at different temperatures. Number  density 
as a function of  position normal to hot plate: - -  present method; - - - - -  Lees and Liu[7l; 
. . . .  Ziering[8]; I Haviland[1]. ( T I / T H  = 4 ,  l~n = 0.524, FI = Fn = 1). 
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Case B was considered in order to compare the density distributions calculated by the 
present method with the experimental data of Alofs and Springer[9], with the results of Liu 
and Lees' four moment method of solution of the Boltzmann equation[10], and with con- 
tinuum theory[9] (Fig. 6). The present results are in good agreement both with the experi- 
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F ig ,  6. Rarefied gas contained between parallel plates at different temperatures. Comparison 
of calculated and measured number densities: present method; . . . .  Liu and L e e s [ 1 0 ] ;  
- - - - -  c o n t i n u u m  t h e o r y [ 9 ] ;  O Alofs and Springer's data[9]; as a function of position normal 
to hot plate. (TJT. = 3-72,  F~ = F .  = 0 .58) .  
3.3 Normal shock 
Consider a stationary normal shock in a rarefied gas. Far upstream from the shock 
(x -~ - oo) the gas is in local equilibrium with number density n t , mean flow velocity normal 
to the shock fix,, and equilibrium temperature T L . Far downstream (x ~ + oo) the gas is 
equilibrated locally with density nil, velocity fix,, and temperature Tin. By selecting the 
reference length and temperature to be LR = 21 and T R = T~, the foregoing parameters may 
be expressed in terms of a single parameter, the upstream Mach number M a  t .  In order to 
compare the present results with existing solutions[1 I, 12], we used M a l  = 8. 
The control volume was divided into 36 cells and extended far enough upstream and 
downstream so that the gas at these boundaries was nearly in equilibrium. The calculations 
presented are for the boundary positions: xt* = Xl/t~! = - 9 . 4 7  and X l I *  = X l l / 2 1  = 9.47. 
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For  the first run, in each cell the initial estimates of  density was based on the Mott -Smith  
expression[13]: 
no* = n . *  + (ni* - nil*)/[1 + e x p ( 4 x * / W * ) ]  (28)  
The shock thickness was taken to be W* = 7-7, as suggested by Bird[l l]  for M a i  = 8. 
Initial estimates of the mean flow velocity and temperature were 
Uxo* = uy,* nl*/no* Uyo* = Uzo = 0 (29) 
T=o* = T,o* = T=o * = Tl* + (T.* - Ti *) u*H*2 - ~ '° .2  (30) 
/ ~ x l 1 . 2  U x 1 . 2  
About ten iterations, each considering 40,000 events, were required to attain acceptable 
repeatability and scatter in the results. The density, mean flow velocity and the normal and 
tangential components of the kinetic temperature calculated from the last five iterations, 
are shown in Figs. 7, 8. These figures indicate the scatter associated with the procedure. The 
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Fig. 7. Normal shock, (a) number density and (b) mean flow velocity normal to shock. 
O present computer results; fit to computer results. (Mat = 8) .  
characteristic overshoot in Tx is evident in these results. A comparison was also made be- 
tween the smoothed results of the density calculations and the results of  the Monte Carlo 
calculations of  Bird[11] and Yen[12] (Fig. 9). The results of  all three of  these methods are 
in reasonable agreement. The present results are closer to those of  Yen downstream, but 
somewhat closer to those of  Bird upstream. 
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Fig. 8. Distribution of the kinetic temperatures through a normal shock, component (a) normal 
and (b) tangent to shock: O present computer results; - -  fit to computer results. (Ma, = 8), 
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Fig. 9. Number density distributions through normal shock, comparison of  various Monte  
Carlo results: - -  present method; - - - - -  Bird[11 ]; . . . .  Yen[l  2]. (Ma~ = 8). 
3.4 Spherical source flow 
Consider the steady, spherical expansion of  a gas from a point source into a vacuum 
(Fig. 10). At  some distance from the source r~ the flow changes from subsonic to supersonic. 
The stagnation values o f  molecular number density and temperature at the source are n T 
and Tr, respectively. Although these quantities are required as inputs to the Monte  Carlo 
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Fig. 10; Notation used in the spherical and cylindrical source flow problems. 
calculation, the problem may be specified in terms of a single non-dimensional parameter,  
the source Knudsen number Kn r = Ir/rs, where 2r is the mean free path  of  the gas corres- 
ponding to the source density and temperature. Knowing the source Knudsen number, the 
reference length (Lr = rs) and the reference temperature (Te = Tr), the quantities nr*, Tr* 
and r~*, can be evaluated readily. The Knudsen number used in the present calculations was 
selected to correspond to the value used by Bird[14] (Knr = 0"002). The control volume was 
also selected to correspond to the region investigated by Bird[14], and included the region 
between two concentric spheres of radii: q* = rt/r S = 3 and ru* = rn/r, = 60. The inner 
boundary (rl*) was close enough to the source so that the gas there could be assumed to be 
in local equilibrium. The control volume was divided into 40 cells in the form of concentric 
spherical shells of  equal thickness. Initial estimates of  density, velocity and temperature 
were based on isentropic theory[15]. 
The density, the mean flow velocity in the radial direction, and the radial and tangential 
components of kinetic temperature were calculated, all as a function of distance from the 
source r/r, (Figs. 11, 12). Five iterations were made, each with 20,000 events, and the results 
of  the last three iterations are shown in Figs. 11, 12. For  the density, only the results of the 
third iteration are shown since these are essentially the same as those of the subsequent 
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Fig. I I. Spherical source flow, (a) number density and (b) mean radial flow velocity: O present 
computer results; - -  fit to computer results; . . . .  isentropic theory. (Knr = 0"002). 
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Fig. 12. Spherical source flow, kinetic temperatures as a function of distance from the source. 
(a) radial component and (b) transverse component: © present computer results; fit to 
computer results; . . . .  isentropic theory. (KnT = 0.002). 
the results of isentropic theory (Fig. 11). Because the velocity scale is expanded in Fig. 11, 
the scatter appears to be worse than it actually is.,The components of  the kinetic tempera- 
tures are given in Fig. 12. In Fig. 13, the best fit to the radial component of  kinetic tempera- 
ture is compared to the results of  Bird's Monte Carlo calculations[14], to analytical results 
io'l 
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Fig. 13. Spherical source flow, radialcomponent ofkinetictemperatureas a function of distance 
from source. Comparison of various results: (1) present results; (2) Soga and Obmchi[16]; 
(3) Bird[13]; (3) Hamel and Willis[17]; (5) Isentropic theory. ( K n r  = 0.002). 
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of Soga and Oguchi[16] and of Hamel and WiUis[17], and to the results of the isentropic 
theory[15]. The present results are in good agreement with those of Bird, and Soga and 
Oguchi, while the results of Hamel and Willis are somewhat low. A similar comparison for 
the tangential components of kinetic temperature is not shown, since all results essentially 
agree with those given by the isentropic theory. 
3.5 Cylindrical source f low 
The problem of cylindrical source flow is very similar to the problem of spherical source 
flow discussed above. The most notable difference between the two problems is that in 
cylindrical source flow the gas expands into vacuum from a line source rather than from a 
point source. Thus, in cylindrical source flow the radial, axial and the asimuthal components 
of the kinetic temperature and test particle velocity must be calculated. The Knudsen 
number selected for the calculations corresponded to the value used by Bird[14] in his 
calculations of this problem (Knr = 0.005). Nevertheless, a direct comparison between the 
present and Bird's results is not possible because Bird's solutions were for hard sphere 
molecules. The control volume was also chosen to coincide with the region Bird investigated, 
and extended from rl* = rl/r s = 3 to rn* = rn[r , -- 66"3. The control volume was divided into 
40 cells in the form of concentric cylindrical annuli of equal thickness. The results of isen- 
tropic theory were used as initial estimates. Three iterations, each considering 40,000 events, 
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Fig. 14. Cylindrical source flow, (a) number density and (b) mean radial flow velocity: 
O present computer results; ~ fit to computer results; . . . .  isentropic theory. 
(Knr = 0"005). 
Similarly as in the spherical source flow problem, the density results of the first iteration 
(which are essentially the same as those of the latter iterations) and the mean flow velocity 
are in good agreement with the results of isentropic theory (Fig. 14). Note again the ex- 
panded scale. The components of kinetic temperature also follow closely the results given 
by the isentropic theory (Fig. 15). This is in agreement with Bird's observation[14] that for 
Maxwellian molecules in cylindrical source flow the kinetic temperature should not deviate 
from its isentropic value. 
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Fig. 15. Cylindrical source flow, kinetic temperatures as a function of distance from source, 
(a) axial, (b) radial and (c) azimuthal component: © present results; fit to computer 
results. (Knr ----- 0.005). 
3.6 Computer storage and running times 
Typical computer storage requirements for the sample problems considered in this 
section are presented in Table 3. The storage of other Monte Carlo methods are also given. 
Caution must be exercised in making direct comparisons between the various storage require- 
ments because different investigators employed different computers, and sometimes deter- 
mined quantities in addition to those calculated here. However, it appears that the present 
technique provides savings in storage over existing methods, at least for the calculation of 
the primary quantities of interest, such as density, mean flow, velocities and kinetic tem- 
peratures. 
• It would also be desirable to make comparisons of computer running times needed by the 
various methods. Unfortunately, the computer times required for the solution of the prob- 
lems by the different methods cannot be assessed readily, because various investigators used 
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different computers ,  initial condit ions and sample sizes (number  of  collisions) in their  
calculations.  
Table 3. Comparison of computer storage requirements for various 
Monte Carlo methods 
Storage* 
Problem Method Machine (words) 
Parallel plates at Haviland[1] IBM 709 104 
unequal temperatures Nordsieck[18] Modern 
Present IBM 360-67 80 
Normal shock structure Haviland[1] IBM 709 104 
Bird[ll] IBM 360-75 104 
Nordsieck[19] CDC 1604 - -  
Present IBM 360-67 324 
Spherical source flow Bird[14] IBM 360-75 104 
Present IBM 360-67 360 
Cylindrical source flow Bird[14] IBM 360-75 104 
Present IBM 360-67 600 
* Not including instructions 
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